Guidelines and FAQ’s for PROCEEDINGS OF GAYATRI VIDHYUT CONFERENCE 2K22
1. All papers that are selected will be checked for plagiarism for less than 20%
2. Few Selected papers out of all presented successfully in the conference are further shortlisted
for Springer IEI-B series. These papers have to modify the content 80-85% in order to submit for
the Springer IEI-B series.
3. Some papers that are presented and that are not selected to springer IEI-B series will be
communicated to a UGC journal or to a book with ISBN based on the recommendations of the
review committee
4. The rejection of papers may be done by review committee based on recommendations of the
reviewers who verify the paper on different established norms for conferences in terms of
novelty and original technical contribution.
5. The review committee recommendation is final with regard to any paper received for GVCON2K22.

-Organizing Committee

Frequently Asked Questions(FAQs)

1. Is this a national/international conference?
This is a national conference.
2. Is this conference virtual mode or physical mode?
The conference is in virtual mode.
3. Will the participants require to pay additional fee for journals.
No.
4. Will the conference participants be given a welcome kit?
No.
5. What includes the registration fee.
The conference participation, keynote lectures and e-certificate and forwarding your details to
selected journal.
6. Where will selected papers be communicated?
The selected papers will be communicated to Springer B Series of IEI journal.
7. What is the procedure for review?
There will be 2 reviews if the plagiarized content is less than 15%.
8. Is there an accomodation for outside participants.
No. The mode is virtual and participation is online.
9. What is the mode of payment?
The payment mode is online through online bank transfer.
10. What certificate is given?
The certificate is a e-certificate generated on successful participation in conference to
corresponding author.
11. What needs to be done if additional authors needs to be participate and get certificate.
The additional authors would have to register separately for getting the certificate.
12. How will I know about the paper selection.
The authors will be communicated by email about selection of their paper and selected papers for
the conference will be listed on the website.
13. How many keynote speakers will be there?
There would be 3 speakers . The details will be published in website.
14. Can one author present more than one paper?
Yes, but the registration is separate for each paper as paper id is unique.
15. What is the maximum number of authors?
5
16. What is the maximum page limit ?
6 pages for the conference.
17. Who decides the selection of the paper?
The paper selection is left to the discretion of the paper selection committee.
18. What are the reasons for rejection of paper.
Papers with plagiarised content or papers with not much novelty on the recommendation of
reviewers will be rejected.
19. Will all papers be accepted for publication?
No.
20. Should the authors pay additional GST.
No.

